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As the industry gold standard, Cherry Switches provide 
unmatched precision and reliability, ensuring each 
keypress is accurately registered. The rapid response 
time of the Cherry MX Red minimizes delay between 
pressing a key and the corresponding in-game reaction. 
They're ideal for quiet environments because of their 
quiet operation. Plus, with the hot-swappable design, 
you have the added advantage of customizing your 
switch experience with ease.

The PBT double-shot keycaps boast greater 
resistance to wear, fading, and shine. They excel the 
ABS counterparts in terms of lightness, durability, 
and high-temperature resistance. Moreover, their 
oil-proof nature guarantees an optimal typing and 
gaming experience.PBT

Detachable Type-C cable ensures portability 
without compromising stability for on-the-go 
gamers. The USB-C interface promises speedy data 
transfer, and its detachable nature not only ensures 
easy storage and transport but also extends the 
keyboard's longevity.

Featuring AOC Light FX technology for maximum 
immersion, G-Menu allows the user to preview the 
RGB effects first before deploying it onto the 
monitor, keyboard or other devices. Illuminating 
the gaming setup in various colours. User can also 
switch the lighting effects through the FN key 
combination. 
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USB-C to USB Wired (Detachable)

Cheery MX Red switch, 50 million clicks

RGB

Static / Breathing / React / Ripple / Radar /
Fireworks / Blink / Wave / Custom Set Up / 

Concentric Circles / W Wave

Yes

No

All Keys Programmable

No

FN Combine Keys

N-Key Rollover & 100% Anti-Ghosting

1 Profile

AOC G-Menu

No

1.8M Braided Cable

294(L) x 104(W) x 40(H)mm

343(L) x 150(W) x 48(H)mm

680g

988.5g

Black

Connectivity Technology

Keyboard Switch

Illumination

Light FX 

Light FX  Sync

Dedicated Macro Keys

Programmable keys

Expansion port

Media control

Keyboard Rollover

On-Board Memory Profile

Software Requirement

Wrist Rest

Cable

Product Dimensions

Gift Box Dimensions

Net weight

Gross weight

Color

The two-stepped keyboard foot design allows three 
different tilt angles, delivering a high-level of comfort, 
no matter how long a gaming session lasts.

Our exclusive desktop app enables users to have 
total control over the devices. AOC G-MENU software 
allow users to manage profiles, set custom keys, 
adjust sensitivity, record macros, and change 
lighting effects. Explore and try applying the profiles 
shared by the community from the “Discover” 
section of the G-Menu.

N-key rollover ensures that all inputs are registered 
correctly, guaranteeing that no matter how many keys 
are pressed, every input gets registered and 
implemented in-game. 
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